SEAMLESS GLOBAL MESSAGING
FOR SMARTPHONES IS HERE
Meet ZOLEO

For Those Who Venture
Beyond Mobile Coverage
Only ZOLEO works with your phone or tablet
to provide seamless global messaging that follows
you beyond mobile coverage, and back again.
It also includes added safety features you can
count on world-wide.

What makes ZOLEO unique is that
it transmits messages over satellite,
cellular and Wi‐Fi, so you can
count on your connection
wherever you go. Never miss
a message again!
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ZOLEO Enables the
Connections That Matter
Being oﬀ-the-grid doesn’t have to mean being out of
touch — or leaving your sense of security behind.

What can ZOLEO do?
Global 2‐way messaging
(text, email, app-to-app)

SOS alerting with 24/7
expert monitoring

Get weather forecasts
from Dark Sky™

Check in to let others
know you’re OK

Share your GPS
location
Connects via

Bluetooth LE

Make it easy for contacts
to reach you anywhere
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ZOLEO, for Wherever You Go

When you’re beyond mobile coverage…
The ZOLEO satellite communicator connects with our free app,
on your phone or tablet, so you can send and receive messages
anywhere on the planet via the Iridium satellite network*.
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* When there’s no cellular or Wi-Fi coverage, ZOLEO
transmits messages over the Iridium satellite network.
Iridium provides coverage over every inch of the planet —
including landmasses, oceans and airways.

When you’re within mobile coverage…
Uniquely, the ZOLEO App seamlessly delivers messages
over cellular and Wi-Fi. You’ll get the message, even if your
ZOLEO satellite communicator is turned oﬀ or being
used by a friend!
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Global Messaging,
as It Was Meant to Be
Use ZOLEO to enjoy a truly
seamless global messaging
experience from your phone
or tablet, at a price you
can aﬀord.

Extends your messaging coverage
seamlessly by transmitting over satellite, cellular and Wi-Fi
Oﬀers a familiar messaging experience
Makes it easy for contacts to reach you via your dedicated

ZOLEO SMS number and email address

Priced to ensure you enjoy more value for your money
versus other Iridium-based communicators
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Safety Features
for Peace of Mind
Wherever you go, you’ll have access to SOS alerting, check-in
and weather forecasts. That’s added peace of mind for you and for
everyone waiting at home.

Industry-leading Progressive SOS
When you declare an SOS, your alert and GPS coordinates will be
sent to our expert 24/7 emergency response coordination partner.
They will conﬁrm your emergency and dispatch help. If your situation
changes you can easily cancel the SOS via the app or device.
Uniquely, ZOLEO users also enjoy progressive SOS alerting. Upon
activating an SOS alert, ZOLEO users receive ongoing step-by-step
updates throughout the incident via the free ZOLEO app and can
exchange messages with our emergency service.
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Getting to Know ZOLEO
Compact and durable, ZOLEO has a long-lasting battery and
superior water-resistance. You can count on it wherever you go.

Check‐in button*
A dedicated

ZOLEO SMS number

Power button

and email address

SOS button with

24/7 monitoring
included*

Water-, dust- and
shock-resistant

Iridium-connected for

coverage absolutely
everywhere

Micro-USB port

*SOS and check-in work directly from the device, or via the ZOLEO App.
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Additional Specs
Physical

Weight: 150 g (5.3 oz)
IP68: dust- and water-resistant
(to 1.5 m (4.9 ft) for 30 min.)

Power input: Micro-USB Type B
connector

Audible alerts

Power

Size (L x W x D): 9.1 x 6.6 x 2.7 cm
(3.58 x 2.6 x 1.06 in)

Covered SOS button prevents
false alarms (also cancellable)

Internal GPS chip, location-aware
(accurate to 2.5 m (8.2 ft))
LEDs for: messages, SOS, check-in

Shock-resistant: MIL-STD 810G

and power

Rechargeable internal

Battery life: 200+ hours,
checking messages every 12 min.

Lithium-ion battery
Charging time: 2 hours
using 1.5 A charger

Environmental

Operating temperature:
-20o C to 55o C (-4o F to131o F)

Storage temperature:

Battery charging
temperature:
0 o C to 45o C (32o F to 113o F)

-20o C to 60o C (-4o F to 140o F)

Connectivity

Iridium satellite network
Global Navigation Satellite
System: GPS, GLONASS

Connects to the app via
Bluetooth LE (one connected
user at a time at a range of up to
50 m (164 ft))
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ZOLEO Mobile App
Our free app* is the key to all of the awesome global
messaging and safety features of ZOLEO.

Messaging
*Available in multiple languages.
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SOS Alerting

Check-in

Weather
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Share Your Location
Let others know where you are with these standard features:

Share your GPS
coordinates
in a message

Automatically include
your GPS coordinates
with check-in messages
(optional)

Location Share+ (Add-on subscription)
Location Share+ enables ZOLEO users to automatically share their location with their check-in contacts, on a user-selected interval from every
6 minutes to 4 hours. Recipients will be able to use the free ZOLEO app
to view the current location and breadcrumb trail on a map. ZOLEO
users can start/stop location sharing any time, and also download maps
for use oﬄine. Location Share+ is an optional add-on subscription* that
includes unlimited check-in and location share messages.
*Note: Additional charges apply and can be cancelled any time.
For pricing, visit zoleo.com/plans.
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Accessories
ZOLEO Universal Mount Kit
Secure and charge the ZOLEO device on
the windshield of a vehicle or vessel, or any
window. Includes the complete Cradle Kit,
plus a USB car charger and RAM® Twist-Lock™
Suction Cup Mount for a strong hold on any
glass or non-porous plastic surface.

Includes
RAM® Twist-Lock™ Suction Cup Mount (with
1/4”-20 threaded camera adapter and adjustable
double socket arm)
USB car charger, for use with any 12-24 V power
source
Micro-USB cable, 1.2 m ( 3.9 ft)
ZOLEO Cradle Kit

ZOLEO Cradle Kit
Secure the ZOLEO device for quick access on
a belt, strap or any accessory with a cameramount. The cradle locks ZOLEO in place when
used with the interchangeable inserts.

Includes
Strap inﬁll insert (ﬁts widths up to 2.5 cm (1 in))
Camera mount insert
Main cradle
Belt clip insert
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Who is ZOLEO Perfect for?
Anyone who ventures beyond mobile coverage…

Living near fringe
coverage zones

Backcountry
enthusiasts

International
travelers

Recreational
pilots

Anyone who works beyond mobile coverage…

Traveling to remote
clients or sites
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Working
alone

Global business
Mariners,
travelers
ﬁshermen & crew

Why Choose ZOLEO?
ZOLEO oﬀers everything you need, and nothing you don’t.
Features and Beneﬁts

Others

Seamless messaging via satellite,
cellular and Wi-Fi
Industry-leading progressive SOS
Dedicated SMS number and email
Long messages of 950+ characters
Familiar texting experience
Compact and lightweight
Superior protection from dust
and water (IP68)
High-usage notiﬁcations and optional
message top-up bundles
Add-on subscription options
Location Share+ traсking

Best messaging value for your money
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The Best Global Messaging Plans
Our messaging plans ensure you enjoy more messaging value for your money, plus the online convenience of making changes or temporarily suspending service when needed. Two more reasons to
choose ZOLEO to connect you wherever you go!
For details visit: zoleo.com/plans

WINNER

TOP MOBILITY
USER EXPERIENCE
INNOVATION

2020

AWARDED
BY MSUA

Connect with us
Join our connected community. Search ZOLEOlife, #zoleolife
www.zoleo.com
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